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To think about the totality of the Universe is one of the oldest

philosophical problems. Since the science of physics is a child of

philosophy, physicists nowadays also make propositions about the physical

world as a whole, e.g. about Its beginning and its final destiny,or speaking

in physical tenon(on the age and the lifetime of the Universe.

Kant (Kant 1T8?) has shown ' that the notion of the Universe necessarily

Involves, contradictions if ve treat this notion as a concept of the real

world (Erseheinungswelt) proving . this in his so-called first antinomy '.

Many authors have shown that this proof is not convincing . Nevertheless,

it seems that we cannot eliminate Kant's antinomy if we consider the temporal

determination of the Universe.

We are constrained to define our physical tine with physical objects, with

clocks. Physical time therefore only has a meaning if the physical world, the

Universe, exists, if the Universe arose from the Big Bang, then it

makes ne sense to a.Bk what c u e "before" the Big Bang. And if the Universe

will some day stop its expansion, and after beginning to collapse terminate

in the Big Crunch ' , then it is senseless to ask what comes after the Big

Crunch. In his lectures "Frontiers of Time", Wheeler states (Wheeler 1979) =

"Hot the slightest warrant does Einstein's equation give for thinking there

can be any such thing as a ^.before» before the Big Bang or an grafter)^

after the Big Crunch...."

But if there is no ^befbre>^ and no Rafter >^ , then there is no

beginning and no end, for the meaning of a beginning requires something which

existed before it and the meaning of an end presupposes something which comes

after the end, otherwise nobody can say at which time something begins-or

ends. But "before" the Big Bang there is no physical time in which the Univers*

could come into being and "after" the Big Crunch there is no time in which that

collapse would stfap.:
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1 J Cf. Kant (1787). p.BUSlt ff. In his first antinomy, Kant proves the thesis:

"The World has a beginning in time and is closed up with boundaries within space"

sad he proves the antithesis too: "The World has no beginning and no boundaries

wtthln space, but la Infinite with respect to both time and space". From this

contradiction Kant concludes that the term "World" has no meaning with respect

to space and time.

2* Cf. Hiibner (19T8a,b).

This can only take place if the geometry of our space-time is closed and men

like Freeman •-. j, Byson do not disturb. our Universe! Dyson (l°7Qft,b),

*' Cf. Wheeler (19T9). p.li69.
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Hence, If we identify the time of our physical laws with the physical
tlae which is combined with the physical world, then we are confronted with the
unavoldable^consequence that the physical world has in i ts own time no beginning
and °S..ePd /that means, the Universe exlata In i t a own eternity! For everlasting
means: ^without beginning and without end > ) .

But astrophysicists t e u us that the Universe haa a finite age of

about 10 years and will havejin the case of the Big Crunch,a finite lifetime .
such

And thin leads to a contradiction/ as Kant has presented to ua: eternity with
finite auratlo«» finite infinity. If i t i s not possible to show that this
contradiction ends peacefully, the Kantian consequence arises again, saying
that the notion-of the Universe is only a regulative idea to unify theories but does
not jneMi a'thing'which could have, e.g. a lifetime.

In view of the persuasive power of modern cosmology this i s a pre-
posterous consequence. But how can we eliminate the mentioned contradiction?

Misner, Thome and Wheeler (Misner et al. 19T3) struggled with this problem
pf postponing the singularity of the Big Crunch to infinity . Although
they are convinced that "proper time is the most physically significant, most
physically real time we know", they are forced to concede that "proper time near
the singularity is not a direct counting of simple and actual physical
phenomena, but an elaborate mathematical extrapolation".

Physical time is connected with physical clocks. There is no such clock that
will work al l the way up to the Big Crunch. The increasing pressure and heat
will demolish one clock after another, quarz clocks, atomic clocks, nuclear
clocks, etc. Misner et al. therefore speak about a "conceptual inverse of
Zeno'a paradox because the "finite proper time" may describe a necessarily
infinite number of events ("ticks") in any physically conceivable history".
They come to the conclusion: "finitenesa would be Judged by counting the number
of discrete ticks on realizable clocks, not by assessing the weight of un-
realizable mathematical abstractions - Whether the Universe is infinitely old
by this standard remains to be determined11.

Misner et al. are hopeful that the "decisive question , whether each
present epoch event is subject to the influence of infinitely-many previous discrete

erenWvill solvable when the influences of quantum effects are cal-
culated and incorporated in the theories of cosmology. But is it conceivable that
v~fMUiM suck a£?above-*m'entianed contradiction which arises from pure logical
reaaons is solvable by means of empirical investigations?

5)
6)

Cf. Unsold (1977), Misner et al. (1973) and Weinberg (1977).

Cf. Kisner et al. (1973), pp.8l3-lU.
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Asavae that the decisive question would he solved and let me discuss the

two possible solutions;

1) tnere are only finite previous discrete events,

2) there are infinite previous discrete events.

The first solution entails1accepting that there was at first a discrete event, the
Jump

Vforl&^lnto being. But there was no time and no space in which this Jump could

take place. Hence it could not be a jump or an event, because an event pre-

supposes that some space and time exist in which the event can happen. But that

"first event" is supposed/originally create space and time. Consequently, it

is not thinkable that there was a first event which created the Universe and

the first "solution" i3 no solution; it cannot be an outcome of any investigation.

It follows that the "decisive question" is no question of an empirical

investigation.

Mow what does the second "solution" entail? W>? are confronted with the

fact that an infinite amount of real distinct events are supposed to take place within

a finite proper time. It seems that the notion of time looses its meaning if

no distinction ia introduced, say physical time and mathematical time.

"Mathematical time" could be defined in terms of proper time which is a continuous

parameter set, and physical time by means of a counting device for physical

events (ticks) which is a discrete set. That distinction tMUfctfl in this case *o

the same thing as to distinguish finity and attainability, i.e. a finite time

limit of mathematical time Bay not be attainable in physical tine.

This state of affairs i3 comparable to that of the Third

Law of Thermodynamics, which ia Nernst's principle of unattainability of

the absolute zero. It is formulated by Fowler and Guggenheim as "It i3

impossible by any procedure, no matter how idealized, to reduce any assembly

to the absolute zero in a finite number of operations".
seems

In accordance with the distinction of several "times" it/to be appropriate

to the theory of heat to distinguish a physical temperature which is defined by

measurements from a mathematical temperature which is defined within theories.

The existence of the absolute zero point of temperature is an

idealization as^j the finite age or the finite lifetime of the Universe. Such notions

are unattainable vanishing points for growing empirical knowledge. This

possibility of escaping the above-mentioned contradiction of a "finite infinity" looks

7a) Ifcu can perhaps thinkof a set of "timeless" events, but that is another

meaning than that intended by Hisner et al. for whom events exist only within

time. Without time there are no events and without events there is no time.

Time, events and apace are members of a self-consisting system of notions,

but this ha3 to be explained elsewhere.

7b) Cf. Hernst (1912), p.13**.

8) Cf. Fowler (1960 k p.22U.



Tike the conclusion which Kent had drawn froa his first antinomy: the Universe
9)i s only a regulative idea to produce increasing Empirical knowledge

This comparison ie open to criticism on the grounds that the age of
the Universe has been determined with the aid of several veil-known empirical
data and Is hen*e an empirical fact and not an Idealisation. But that
determination results from highly idealized theories, e .g. the Frlefftwinian
coBmology which is partly constructed from improvable principles like the Weyl
postulate, the postulate of a comoving substratum and the cosmological
principle 1 0 ' .

Recently Wheeler 1 1 ' put forward the idea that for very small space-time
regions the notions of a <(before>^ and ^< after >^ lose their meaning as
a consequence of quantum mechanics. He summarized the chapter "Transcending
Tine" as follows: "Thus the uncertainty principle declares that space-time
la only an approximate and classical concept. In reality there Is no such
thing as space-time ^CTime>^ i tse l f loses i t s meaning and the words
4(before» and ^ / a f t e r » are without application. "

Wheeler shows this consequence within the concept of hie superspace
3 of geometrodynamicB. This supersp&ce i s built up of points where each point
represents a J-geometry ( A ) , which corresponds in space-time of 3+1

12)dimensions only to a spacellke hypersurface . Within the scheme of "many—
fingered-time" there are -many possibilities to t i e hypersnrfaces together
and eaoh collection of tied hypersurfkces defines a special time co-ordinate-
one-finger of the many-fingered-time. Hie only condition which must be
fulfil led for the binding of hypersurfacea Is that a l l hypersurfaces vhich
belong to one "time-finger" are spacelike with respect to that tine scale.
The manifold of these hypersurfaces and the time scales are not descrlbable
on only one It-geometry ( •& ) of apcce-time. But In 3 i t is,Only one line
In S describes one •& • ^he '•&'% move la S comparable to polntlike
particles in space-time and the introduction of quantum mechanics in space-
time requires the Introduction of quantum geometrodynamicB In 5. There the

amplitude function * becomes a function of £ • |*( J^)| is

intended to define, for each point of S av.speelaX probability ror-ooam-fcrufffcina the
real world. Within classical space-time these probabilities are not
descrlbable and therefore Wheeler concludes: "These considerations reveal that
the concepts of space-time and time i t s e l f are not primary but secondary Ideas

9) Cf. Kant (176T), p.B536ff-
10) Cf. Hiibner (1978), Chap.X or tfubner (1978a).
11) Cf. Wheeler (1979), p.M»5.
12) The A ' s are assumed to be closed geometries.
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In the structure of physical theory... There i s no space-time, there i s no

time, there Is no before, there i t no after. The question what happens ^;n

is. without

To my mind this conclusion i s too hasty and not correct. superspaee

la defined in termVof 3-spaee and * many-fingered-time. That means, i f
there i s no concept of space and no concept of time, there i s no concept of
superspace. Therefore the concept of superspace cannot be "trascending time"
as the heading of that chapter In Wheeler's lectures says. What can only be
Inferred is that the old concept of space-time breaks down if i t i s confronted
with quantum geometrodynamics, and that means only that the uniqueness of space
and time vanishes. But the abandonment of this uniqueness enables us to get
vithin the concept of superspace a much richer structure of spaces and times
than was hitherto V : possible within the old fashioned concept of spaee-time.

It aeems that Wheeler thinks that he 'can eliminate the above-mentioned
contradiction of a "finite-infinity" when he state* that time is not a primary
but secondary idea, in the structure of physical theory". In the last chaper

i l l

"The Cfcates of Time" of the cited lectures Wheeler argues ' "for time to
come to an end i s to say that time is not an ultimate category in the description
of nature... He characteristic feature of a gate of time is collapse to a
singularity, pot only for matter but also for the space geometry that envelops
this natter. Moreover, at a singularity Einstein's field equation loses Its
applicability. If the mathematics fails at the singularity, how can one argue
consistently about the physics at the singularity! How then can there be any
foundation for believing that time ends at a gate of time?.,. Time does not to -
day stand in splendid isolation. . . General relativity has subdued the concept
time to membership in a larger kingdom: space-time... There i s no time today
except the tihe of space-time. Where the one stops, so does the other". And.
one could continue* And" since the concept of apace-time break* down, a l l
contradictions connected with this concept also vanish.

But this Inference i s not true with respect to super space •because i t
presuppose* the notions of space and time and one cou!6 even speak of supertlm*
instead of superspace.

If one look* at the definitions of notions of quantified ' ' space ani
time, then i t is quite clear that these definition*, are not unique . Let
iCp.) be one tnetrliatlon of the object p. which belongs to a set of objects..
To establish a unique metrization procedure you must order your objects - v^thln

13) Cf. Wheeler (1979), pMO.
Ik) Cf. Wheeler (1979), p.lto9f.

15) Cf. e.g. Camap (1966) or Stegnuller (1970).



the time metrizatlon . procedure these objects are processes - partially within

a so-called quasi-seriea.In this ordering process there are free choices with

respect to the use of equivalence relations and predecessor relations. Then

you have to choose an object p Q for the unit statement 3(p0) * 1, then a rule

for the equality statement d(p.)o= d(p ) and finally you must find an

operation ® which allova you a scaling statement like

d(pt © + d(Pj)

which in this case i s the definition of the additive extensivity of the
aetriaation. The freedom in the choice of these statement9give* rise to
different notions of space and time. To bring, e.g. clarity into the choice of
the unit of time the concept of system time was introduced . Different concepts
Of space could be defined in a similar manner. And i t may tie that for very
small values the scaling statement has to he changed so that 3pace and time
lose their extenaivity over the whole range of metrizsttion values. And
eren in this case the concepts of apace and time do not lose their meaning at
all,they only change the manner of their applications as basic concepts of
sciences.

So the problem of an endless time arises for al l system-timea and gets
a higher degree of existential meaning if one's own subjective time is
identified as a special system tine. In this case one does not need the above-
mentioned distinction between mathematical time and physical time, because
there are a lot of different system times , e .g . the system time of the
physical world, the physical time in which a finite lifetime can be explained
without contradiction.

To summarize these considerations, i t la possible to avoid the
contradiction of a "finite infinity" by introducing different types of time. The
great variety! of possible types of time i s not ata yet unfolded. The eoneepta-
of superBpace and many-fingered-time especially are expressions for the variety
of times and not for the breakdown of the concept-of time. With the aid of
the distinctions of different well-defined notions of time our knowledge about
the time-dependent lavs of Nature' liiriuam n But a, unique time i s an
iiipermlssible Idealization even in the sense o f t Kantian regulative idea.

16) Cf. Deppert (1978) and Deppert (19&1).
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